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Abstract
This project outlines the structural changes made to the course Microsoft Word for
Workplace Communications. This course’s reconstruction followed prevailing instructional design
theories. The focus of this project included incorporating the standards for task-centered
instruction. The application of adult learning theories were employed. The use of multimedia tools
were integrated into this course project redesign to create an effective online learning
environment.
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TASK-CENTERED INSTRUCTION
Task-Centered Instruction and Multimedia Tools for the Adult Learner in Online Education
Introduction
The application Microsoft Word has been taught on the Portland Community College
campus as a lower division, entry level, digital literacy course for more than twenty years. Across
disciplines, it has been designated as either an elective or required course by a variety of college
programs. The beginning Microsoft Word course in its original inception was a career technical
education course. The course introduced first term community college students to the basics of
word processing. For this course, students were instructed in the application’s tools and features to
learn the basics of creating and editing documents. Assignment instructions were predominately
step-by-step and course learning was teacher-directed. The learning materials in the online course
were employed using a modular design with course topics that did not deviate from the structure of
the chapter units as outlined by the textbook author. Version updates to the Microsoft Word
application warranted revisions of course assignments; a drive to enhance critical thinking skills
required the addition of coursework to support meaningful student learning.
In 2021, a request was made by the Business Administration program at Portland
Community College (PCC) to create a new online Microsoft Word course specifically designed for
business program students. Under the management of the PCC Online Learning department, the
newly named business course, Microsoft Word for Workplace Communications, was scheduled for
development and a reframing of the course delivery system was initiated.
The STORI Project (Short Term Online/Remote Initiative) at PCC was a development cycle
initiated through PCC Online Learning that paired instructors with project managers to build high
quality and accessible courses centered on equity and inclusion.
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Problem Statement
As the development process proceeded, an issue over the course design became a concern.
The most recent iteration of this course included supplemental learning materials using open
educational resources. These resources were carried forward into this course refit. However, the
devised organization of these supplemental learning materials were structured around the inherent
navigation features built into the learning management system (LMS). It was determined by the
online management team that interactives would be integrated throughout the course and that the
course content would maintain alignment with the navigational system structured into the LMS.
The completed course design had problematic results: a content dense, visually
overwhelming, set of learning materials that lacked cohesion and flow. After two terms, instructors
observed that students were not regularly engaging with the learning content. Students’ academic
work contained gaps in understanding. LMS analytics supported this instructor observation by
revealing that students were not using the instructional support content necessary for meeting the
course learning objectives. A number of students reported to instructors that the course workload
was overwhelming, and the organization of the content was challenging to navigate. Instructor
feedback regarding the course’s design structure voiced similar concerns. The need for redress by
redesign was required.
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Literature Review
“Adult education begins at this point. Subject-matter is brought into the situation, is put to
work, when needed. Texts and teachers play a new and secondary role in this type of education;
they must give way to the primary importance of the learner” (Lindeman, 1926, p. 9). This
succinctly worded, thoughtfully expressed statement rightly captures the proceeding literature
review’s discussion on researched-based theories, instructional practices, and design principles for
online courses, using task-centered instruction, and multimedia tools for adult learners.
The Adult Learner and Task-Centered Instruction
Experience is inherent to the adult learner. Embodied in that experience is relevance and
context. Noted adult learning theorist Malcolm Knowles (2015) stated, “Adults tend to be more
motivated toward learning that helps them solve problems in their lives or results in internal
payoffs” (p. 199). Context provides the drive toward learning for the adult learner. It is sustained
through relevance and the rewards are intrinsic (Knowles, Holton, & Swanson, 2015). Gregory
Francom (2017) in his work on Task-Centered Instruction (TCI), gives guidance on this
andragogical principle as it relates to motivation. “One main focus of the learner-centered paradigm
of education involves centering learning on real-world tasks to support intrinsic motivation and
collaboration in learner-centered instruction” (p. 68). Instructional relevance is integral to the adult
learner as they are motivated by necessity to find contextual application with real-world meaning
in support of their learning.
The motivation of the adult-learner is fueled through self-direction. The life lived is
situational, moved by choices and decisions collected in route. Experience scaffolded together over
a lifetime should not be abandoned in the framework of a regulated system of education
constructed by others. Eduard Lindeman (1926), pioneering contributor to adult education, stated
“If education is life, then life is also education. Too much of learning consists of vicarious
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substitution of some one else’s experience and knowledge” (p. 9-10). The principles and practices
of andragogy and TCI rightfully shifts the instruction paradigm from teacher-centered to learnercentered. In the learner-centered paradigm, experience is valued, and prior knowledge is essential
in the construction of understanding. TCI includes activation of prior knowledge as one of the main
principles for instructional design (Francom, 2017). According to Francom, incorporating the
andragogical principle of learner experience is needed for task-centered learning. “TCI requires the
possibility to have learners apply their knowledge within a course or designed learning experience”
(p. 70). A learner’s experience and prior knowledge bring value to the process of learning.
Lindeman’s writings support this line of thought, “In conventional education the student is required
to adjust himself to an established curriculum; in adult education the curriculum is built around the
student’s needs and interest” (Lindeman, 1926, p. 8). Instructors and instructional designers should
look to the principles of andragory and the model of task-centered instruction, with deference to
the learner’s prior experience, when working toward a learner-centered paradigm.
Although there is debate for the use of andragogical assumptions, Laurie Blondy (2007), in
her work evaluating andragogy, stated “In adult online education, these assumptions represent an
ideal starting point for educators to use in their instructional approach” (p.116). It should be
looked to as a primary source of support in connecting the adult learner and their interest to the
learning.
While the adult learner takes a primary role in the learning tasks, instructor presence is still
key in this learning paradigm. Francom notes that “TCI provides a possible middle ground in which
learning is centered on real-world tasks, but the learner receives support and guidance to learn to
perform these tasks” (Francom & Gardner, 2014, p. 70). The instruction is learner-centered first
and foremost, with the role of the instructor intentionally defined. “Allowing learners to be selfdirected does not mean they make all decisions regarding their online educational activities, but
they should be actively involved in them” (Conrad & Donaldson, 2003; Blondy, 2007 p. 119).
4
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Learning is facilitated by the instructor, but the learner’s experience is the reposit from which
knowledge is built. Lindeman shared “The situation-approach to education means that the learning
process is at the outset given a setting of reality. Intelligence performs its function in relation to
actualities, not abstractions” (Lindeman, 1926, p. 9). The principles of andragogy are built on the
premise that adult learners are full participants, leading in their learning process.
Instructor facilitated learning should encourage this self-directed, intrinsically motivated
participation. Blondy in her work stated, “The online facilitator must encourage learners to become
as self-directed as possible, allowing them to be creative with assignments and projects,
encouraging their input and suggestions, while remaining available for consultation to provide
guidance when needed” (Palloff & Pratt, 1999; Blondy, 2007 p. 121). Francom advocated in his
work on task-centered instruction the use of three types of scaffolding. 1) Adjusting by identifying
conditions and varying the level of challenge to the task; 2) Coaching where information is given
just-in-time to support the performance of a task; 3) Instructing where a task is paused, and
individualized instructional support is provided. All this is done under consultation of an
instructional facilitator with the goal of learner support and guidance being gradually faded out
over a period of time (Reigeluth, 1999; Francom, 2017).
In Knowles’ theory of adult learning, the need for the learning is identified, then the
organization of the practice and procedures for meeting that need are defined. “Learners may need
guidance to clarify the learning activities they would like to use to meet their learning goals and
should be informed as to what activities are acceptable within the confines of the course” (Blondy,
2007, p. 119). Blondy when writing about instructors stated, “care about the actual interests of
learners instead of focusing on what instructors believed were learners interests” was a criterion in
the facilitation of learning (Carlson, 1989; Blondy, 2007, p. 116). This andragogical thought
parallels Knowles’ assumption that the adult learner must relate to and find importance in the
content being presented (Knowles, 1984).
5
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In the learner-centered educational model, the idea is that personal relevance is infused
into the core components that motivate learning (Francom & Gardner, 2014). Using a context-based
assignment approach supports this premise of andragogy and the process model of task-centered
learning. “In TCI, learning tasks are designed in sequences that support learner development of
skills and knowledge as they complete tasks that become more complex over time” (Francom, 2017,
p. 77). This sequential task design with the activation of prior knowledge supports learning as
outlined in the theory of schema construction. Liesbeth Kester and Jeroen van Merrienboer (2022)
in their work on learning processes and schema stated “novel information may be easy to
understand by someone with relevant experience, and very hard to understand by someone
without this experience” (p. 101). The personalized instruction of TCI is adaptable in this regard,
allowing for flexibility with time for mastery through scaffolding tasks.
In line with the learner-centered paradigm, the learner’s progress is built from pre-existing
knowledge and based on learning goals rather than a restrictive timeframe based task completion
(Reigeluth, Beatty, & Myers, 2017). “It helps learners to effectively construct their new knowledge
based on pre-existing or pre-required knowledge and facilitates deep understanding of the subject
matter” (American Psychological Association Presidential Task Force on Psychology in Education,
1993; Bransford et al., 2000; Reigeluth, Beatty, & Myers, 2017 p. 17-18). This thought pairs well
with the principles of andragogy with a further explanation into the topic by Charles Reigeluth,
Brian Beatty, and Rodney Myers (2017), experts in the field of instructional design and the learnercenter paradigm, when they stated, “instruction should be personalized based on learners’
competency level, learning or career goals, interests, and other characteristics” (p. 20). Personal
experience maps out the understanding of foundational knowledge. Instructional designers can use
this understanding to create learning materials that strategically advance the delivery of
information. “Tasks that are well designed can allow more capable students to work somewhat
independently so that the instructor has time to provide coaching and feedback to other students
6
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on a differentiated basis” (Francom, 2017, p. 77). This competency-based instruction approach, a
component of the learner-centered paradigm, is well substantiated by a number of studies. (S.A.
Anderson et al., 1992; Kulik, Kulik, & Bangert-Drowns, 1990; Light, Reitze, & Cerrone, 2009;
Research & Policy Support Group, 2010; Reigeluth, Beatty, & Myers, 2017). As stated in the book,
Instructional-Design Theories and Models. “At the core of learner-centered education is the belief
that humans make sense or make meaning out of information and experience in their own way”
(Reigeluth, Beatty, & Myers, 2017, p. 12). The competency-based instructional approach is further
strengthened in the research completed by David Merrill (2002). In his work on the instructional
principles, it was stated that prior knowledge “can be activated by an appropriate opportunity to
demonstrate what they already know” (p. 47). Students engaging their prior knowledge are better
able to direct the acquisition of new information resulting in a productive educational experience.
Multimedia Learning Tools
According to researchers Branch and Dousay (2015), the teacher’s role is to decide on
appropriate content, plan instructional strategies, identify appropriate media, deliver instruction,
and evaluate learning (p. 41). Integral to this role of planning instructional strategies is the need to
provide sufficient support for learning and development. The use of multimedia tools to effectively
support learning is a standardized practice. Established design principles, practices, theories, and
models, allow an instructional developer flexibility in choosing what will work best in an
instructional situation. “The basic idea is that an instructional design process works best when it is
matched to a corresponding context” (p.13). The researchers further note, “Instructional
developers increase their potential for success when the applied model matches the educational
context” (p. 96). Context is the sinew that connects the adult learner to a task-centered instruction.
Included in this interconnected process would be the multimedia tools essential to designing
effective instructional materials that help people to learn. Richard Mayer and Logan Fiorella (2022)
stated that, “multimedia refers to the presentation of words and pictures, whereas multimedia
7
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learning refers to the learner’s construction of knowledge from words and pictures” (p. 5). The
rationale for the use of multimedia in learning has been well-researched. “A fundamental
hypothesis underlying research on multimedia learning is that multimedia instructional messages
that are designed in light of how the human mind works are more likely to lead to meaningful
learning then those that are not” (p. 57-58). To be effective, the use of multimedia tools in an online
environment must be created with the understanding of how knowledge is constructed.
Cognitive Theory of Multimedia
An examination of the multimedia tools used to facilitate learning would be remiss without
the inclusion of a discussion on both cognitive theory of multimedia (CTML) and cognitive load
theory. In CTML it “is the assumption that multimedia instructional messages should be based on
the nature of human cognitive architecture and that messages that take this into account will lead
to more meaningful learning” (p. 17). “Decisions about how to design a multimedia message always
reflect an underlying conception of how people learn – even when the underlying theory of learning
is not stated” (p. 59). The process by which people build mental representations from words and
pictures is the focus of cognitive theory of multimedia learning. “[W]hen we focus on tests of
problem-solving transfer – which are designed to measure the student’s understanding of the
presented material – students perform much better with words and pictures than from words
alone” (p. 6). Multimedia tools are beneficial to a learning environment as long as the design of the
tools created give way to the thought of how people learn. Oliver Lovell (2020) in his work stated
“Cognitive Load Theory is a series of instructional recommendations built upon knowledge of how
humans learn” (p. 34). Lovell’s work in cognitive load theory informs the design approach
instruction practitioners should take with respect to intrinsic cognitive load. “Intrinsic cognitive
load is the load associated with the core learning taking place; it is the load that we want students’
working memories to be occupied with” (p. 25). Lovell emphasized the need to reduce extraneous
load to allow for effective learning.
8
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Intrinsic and extraneous load combined cannot exceed the capacity of working memory if
learning is to occur. In order to increase learning we must first reduce extraneous load to
free up working memory resources, then allocate those now-free resources to intrinsic load
(p. 26).
The cognitive functions of learning new information, organizing that information in structuring
schema, and connecting that information to contextually relevant prior knowledge supports the
principles of andragogy and the learner-centered paradigm. The understanding of how we think
and how we learn is the underlying framework of the cognitive architecture of human memory.
“Humans draw upon the environment (unlimited), working memory (limited), and long-term
memory (unlimited), in order to think” (p. 18). Essentially it is about memory. It is about
maximizing the functions of memory to allow for the greatest balance between learning and mental
capacity.
Camp, Surma, & Kirschner (2022) defined extraneous cognitive load as “cognitive
processing that is not relevant to the learning goals” (p. 21). “The learner must hold and process
many information elements simultaneously while engaging in problem-solving” (p. 21). The
reduction of extraneous load is essential if learning is to take place. Burdened capacities hinder the
acquisition of schema. “The learner is diverted away from schema-acquisition in long-term memory
because extraneous cognitive load is too high” (p. 21). Slava Kalyuga, Paul Chandler, and John
Sweller (1999) discussed in their research the structure of knowledge and its relation to cognitive
functions. “Schemas allow us not only to store learned information in long-term memory but,
because multiple elements of information are treated as a single element in working memory,
schemas also reduce the burden on working memory” (p. 351). According to Slava Kalyuga, Paul
Chandler, and John Sweller (2004), the “redundancy effects may occur when learners are required
to integrate several sources of information, including their own schematic knowledge, that have an
identical information content but a different surface structure” (568). The burden of accessing
9
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various sources of information in a variety of places, hinders the acquisition of schema. “Attending
to unnecessary information requires cognitive resources that consequently are unavailable for
schema acquisition” (Kalyuga, Chandler, & Sweller, 1999 p. 369). The researchers offer this
solution. “In this situation the elimination, rather than integration, of redundant sources of
information is beneficial for learning” (Kalyuga, Chandler, & Sweller, 1999, p. 352). “The splitattention effect occurs when two or more sources of information must be integrated before they
become intelligible” (p. 578). The organization of learning materials must be prescribed in a way
that allows the learner to build knowledge that will effectively move from working memory into
long-term memory. Educator Ollie Lovell offers a solution to this effect, “Placing related information
closer together in space and time makes it easier for students to integrate it, and therefore reduces
extraneous cognitive load.” (Lovell, 2020). To successfully build new knowledge cognitive

functions must be managed.
John Sweller, Jeroen van Merrienboer, and Fred Paas (1998), examine the function of
cognitive architecture as it works to construct schema while reducing working memory load to
optimize learning and motivate learners. The authors further discuss the instructional design
principles generated by cognitive load theory and look to outline considerations for support
regarding the effectiveness of these general principles. “All information that must be processed in
working memory can be placed on an element interactivity continuum. The elements of low
element interactivity material interact minimally and so can be learned serially without imposing a
heavy working memory load” (p. 290). The attention these educators and researchers draw to the
relation between cognitive function and learning processes should motivate instruction developers
to regard their work as significant with consideration given to the application of these researched
based recommendations to direct, implement, and support meaningful learning.
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Online Course Design
Mohamed Ally (2011) in his work on educational theory for online learning stated, “Online
instruction occurs when learners use the Web to go through a sequence of instruction, to complete
the learning activities, and to achieve learning outcomes and objectives” (Ally, 2002; Ritchie &
Hoffman, 1997; Ally, 2011, p. 36). In his work Ally proposes a model to be used when designing
online learning materials that includes preparing the learner through activities that map the learner
to outcomes with thought given to the learner’s preexisting knowledge. “A concept map is provided
to establish the existing cognitive structure, to incorporate the details of the online lesson, and to
activate learners’ existing structures to help them learn the details in the lesson” (p. 36). Assisting
learners by providing instructional support through concept mapping can help to fill in underlining
gaps of knowledge. Kalianne Neumann and Theodore Kopcha look to the use of schema theory and
its role in the technology, design, and learning. Their research with a nod to dual coding theory
(verbal and visual interpretations given simultaneously) focuses in on imagery and concept
mapping. “Learners with greater prior knowledge more successfully retrieve and encode new
information in existing schemata (Hannafin and Rieber 1989; p. 429-430). Concluding that
“instructional designers should consider learners’ prior knowledge when selecting and organizing
images with text to better connect existing schemata with new information (Fleming 1987; Kulhavy
et al. 1993; Winn 1989; p. 430). Neumann and Kopcha in their work determined “current research
on external cognitive strategies (e.g., concept maps, use of imagery in multimedia) continues to
advance schema theory by offering strategies for supporting the acquisition and construction of
new knowledge” (p. 430). Using images with text and mapping concepts to instruction can help to
provide context that may be missing from a student’s prior knowledge.
Stephen Sorden (2005) highlights the need in online design to avoid unproductive
multimedia instructional practices and outlines a means for deploying effective cognitive strategies
to maximize learning.
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The implication for multimedia instruction is that if we only have a very limited amount of
information processing capacity in working memory at any single moment, then
instructional designers should not be seduced into filling up this limited capacity with
unimportant but flashy “bells and whistles” in a multimedia instructional unit (p. 265).
Sorden includes an examination of Richard Mayer’s guidelines for effective multimedia instruction
with consideration given to the limitations of working memory. “Rather than relying on flashy
special effects, it is important that instructional designers begin to work within an empirical
framework of principles that are driven by the learner, rather than technology” (p. 276). It is the
structure of the learning materials that ultimately influence student achievement, not the
technological embellishments behind the instructional delivery.
Jianhua Lin (2008) provides a “learner-centered instructional design model for distance
learning, [where] learner’s motivational and affective needs are emphasized” (p. 244). In this
fundamentally sound model students “use learning strategies to interact with media that present
learning content. Information may be pushed to students via media or students actively pull
information” (p. 245). Intentionally arranging motivational and learning strategies into the design
of content and connecting learning objectives are keys to helping students persist and succeed in an
online learning environment (Lin, 2008).
Ryan Tainsh (2016) in his work Thoughtfully Designed Online Courses as Effective Adult
Learning Tools connects the theory of andragogy and its assumptions to a framework for quality
online adult education stating, “it is important that online course designers adopt a strategy with
the adult learner in mind” (p. 8-9). The design of an online course can directly impact the retention
and engagement of students. Considering the concepts of andragogy, the benefits of applying design
strategies with adult learners in mind should be a primary concern (Tainsh, 2016).
Cindy Xin and Andrew Feenberg, share a model outlining components for online education
forums. (p. 1) Their article places focus on the need to design online discussions with human
12
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interactions and social relationship in mind. “The social relations of communication are entangled
with the learning process in ways that, though difficult to analyze, are grasped to some degree
intuitively by teachers and students who draw on a lifetime of educational experience” (p. 3).
The authors further state, a “successful educational experience must take account of both the
learner’s personal world and the shared surrounding world. Social context greatly affects the
process and outcome of learning.” Continuing with this line of thought the authors share in their
research they found that “a community of inquiry promotes critical thinking” (p. 7). Xin and
Feenberg in their article note that higher levels of learning can be facilitated using online
technologies through the use of instructional strategies (Xin & Feenberg, 2006).
Blanche O’ Bannon, Gary Skolits, and Jennifer Lubke in their research on digital interactive
textbook instructions shared, “that there is a significant [positive] difference in the achievement of
students who received instruction through the use of the interactive e-book versus those who
received lecture instruction” (p. 112). Accessibility, portability, and convenience corroborated the
idea that the design of course instructional materials, presented in a rich multimedia environment,
can support active and meaningful learning (O'Bannon, et al., 2017). Incorporating the principles of
andragogy, the practice of task-centered instructions, the strategies for multimedia development,
and the use of online education theories, into the course design process, can help to provide the
learner with a valuable and efficient learning environment (Tainsh, 2016).

13
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Application of Principles
The Microsoft Word for Workplace Communications course redesign focused on the visual
organization of course content, the structure of learning materials, and assignment integration of
instructional support. The application of theories in support of cognitive functions and consideration
of principles in adult learning were leading factors in the improvement of this online course. The
intention was to cultivate an educational environment that would promote meaningful learning for
students enrolled in this community college business course.
Organization of Course Content
Problem: This course’s weekly task content organization was designed around the built-in
navigation system as devised by the learning management system (LMS). This resulted in a visually
unappealing content dense list of information with a barrage of course links.

1: Original Course Content Page

14
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The long list of course details was cluttered and visually overwhelming. The text surrounding the
assignment information forced students to read through a tedious list of extraneous information to
decipher the required weekly tasks (Lovell, 2020). The assignment’s task list was of particular
concern. The informational text surrounding the assignment details was wordy and redundant as it
was an exact duplicate extracted from the course textbook.

2: LMS - Weekly Assignment List and Textbook Assignment Instructions

Solution: Removing the redundant text eliminates the need for students to process information that is
extraneous to the task and alleviates the burden on cognitive capacities (Kalyuga et al., 2004).

3: Updated LMS - Weekly Assignment List
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Structure of Learning Materials
Problem: The supplemental learning materials for this course were designed to inform project
instructions through preparatory activities, readings, videos, and interactive content. This course’s
LMS’s restrictive navigation features consequentially informed the organization of core course
content. This, in turn, limited student’s direct access to necessary course resources.

4: Supplemental Learning Materials Course Pages

A resulting issue was the listing of supplemental readings required in preparation for completion of
course assignments. The split-attention caused by the back and forth between links and pages added
nothing to the primary goal of instruction and the diversion actually was reported as overwhelming
and oftentimes hampered the progress of students as they moved through the course (Camp, et al.,
2022).
16
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Solution: Updating the structure of the learning materials was done using the eLearning
authoring tool Articulate Rise 360. This course building tool was used to create a series of interactive
courses that were organized into thematic lessons. The lessons included, additional course readings,
knowledge checks, and instructional videos explaining concepts and demonstrating contextually
specific application features. Consequently, students can work independently of prepared structured
course assignments.

5: Structure Update to Learning Materials

Integrating these materials into theme specific categories will eliminate students having to
search for related sources of information. Studies have shown that in multimedia instruction managing
the split-attention effect caused by unnecessary searches reduces cognitive load and helps in the
acquisition of schema (Kalyuga, et al., 1999; Sweller, et al., 1998).

17
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Problem: Listed in each week’s course assignment of tasks were a series of videos. These
videos are used to demonstrate Word application features, skills, and concepts not covered directly by
the course textbook. In the original course design, these videos were listed as supplemental work.

6: Supplemental Video Link

During the course development process, the original videos were augmented with an animated
opening graphic, screen text, and background music that competed with the video’s narration.

7: Video with Added Effects

These added effects were distracting and unnecessary (Reigeluth, et al., 2017). In multimedia the
assumption is that “meaningful learning occurs when learners select relevant material, [and] organize
it into a coherent structure” (Wittrock, 1989; Mayer, 2009, p. 3). “Decisions about how to design a
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multimedia message always reflect an underlying conception of how people learn – even when the
underlying theory of learning is not stated” (Mayer, 1992: Mayer & Fiorella, 2022, p. 59).
Solution: Updated videos returning the content to its original format.
The videos moved into the weekly lessons that were associated with the thematic content and the
added embellishments were removed restoring each video back to its original state.

8: Lesson List of Weekly Videos

9: Video without Added Effects
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Integration of Instructional Support
Problem: The business program at PCC has incorporated the use of a program style guide for
students taking business classes. The style guide is a set of standards outlined for assignments and
communications within the business program. The paper style guide was redesigned as a multimedia

10: PDF Business Style Guide

tool and embedded into this course. It was viewed to be a beneficial reoccurring resource, expected to
be used with course assignments, throughout the term.
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The digital structure of this style guide however was problematic. The course developers turned the
original two-page PDF into two separate course resources. One was a text-based resource directly

11: The Business Style Guide and Interactive Business Style Guide.

duplicating the original PDF document. The other was identified as an interactive style guide. The only
distinction between the two guides was the organization of the content. The only discernible
difference was that the interactive style guide contained one labeled graphic.

12: Original Interactive Business Style Guide
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The web page containing the digital Business Style Guide included a style guide explainer video, a textheavy multimedia tool generated tabbed interactive, and a link to the original PDF style guide.

13: Original Business Style Guide Content
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Solution: These redundancies were addressed by synthesizing the guide’s content and
creating a single source, mindfully placed, educational interactive.

14: Revised Style Guide

Consolidating and streamlining the various sections of the style guide helped to eliminate redundant
information, and created a cohesive, thoughtfully organized resource, alleviating overload (Lin, 2007;
Mayer & Moreno, 2003). The revised style guide is now logically placed with the first week’s content,
and it is accessible through the course’s resources page. Additionally, the updated guide contains
details that were absent from the original PDF style guide. The updated content includes instructional
videos with links to important resources. A lesson in file formatting has been included in this revision.
Specified file formatting is required by the business program; however, in the original guide,
context for this specification was never addressed. All sections referenced in the style guide now
include updated details providing program students with context for the requirement and multimedia
training resources to obtain the skills needed to successfully meet the program's assignment and
communication expectations.
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15: Updated Style Guide Lesson Pages
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Problem: At the onset, this course was designated as a business program prerequisite. One of
the main course objectives is to provide students with the requisite skills necessary for success in
future business courses. The transfer of
knowledge is essential. Training students
in the use of the application is one aspect
of this course; the other is to support
students in developing critical thinking
skills. Students learn concepts and skills
through scaffolding. Guidance on course
tasks are first given through practice

16: DP- Meeting Agenda Instructions

assignments, lectures, and video demonstrations. Course discussions and assignment reflections affirm
newly acquired knowledge through collaborative student engagement and direct instructor support.
Using these strategies, students are gradually moved into task proficiency (Lovell, 2020). Students are
given a document production assignment that is described as intentionally vague and purposefully
open-ended. It is assumed that students completing this course assignment will use prior experience,
newly acquired knowledge, and critical thinking skills to problem-solve for an assignment solution.
In the original course design the
document production assignments provided an
overview of assignment expectations and a
scoring guide listing the elements required to
successfully complete the assignment’s tasks.
However, the relevance and real-world context
was absent in this work (Knowles, et al., 2015;
Francom, 2017; Blondy, 2007; Tainsh, 2016;
Reigeluth, et al., 2017).

17: Video Overview - DP- Agenda Assignment
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Solutions: Document production assignments given to students now include a workplace
scenario. The scenarios are designed as workplace simulations where context-based tasks to be
completed find relevance. Relevance and context are essential motivators for the adult learner.

18: Workplace Scenario - Meeting Agenda

Scenario based simulations were developed to support instruction for this course. Using a contextbased assignment approach reinforces the primary principles of andragogy. These scenarios are
modeled after real-world situations. They are used to assess student readiness and gauge levels of
experience through branching questions in order to identify levels of preparedness. Students are
guided through task-oriented learning objectives using computer-based instructions. (Branch &
Dousay, 2015; Merrill, 2002; Merrill, et al., 2009). “This allows for efficiency of learning while still
enhancing motivation and enabling meaningful knowledge construction among learners through
meaningful experiences with learning tasks” (Francom & Gardner, 2014).
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Building a Better Online Course
Building a better online course is all about choice. The choice of content suitable to the learning
task, the selection of strategies to ignite the content, the use of multimedia to activate the learner, and
the techniques of instruction to ameliorate the learning. An exploration of the many approaches used
to reshape this online course yielded a set of substantiated principles, thoughts, and ideas that may
bring value to the process of developing an online course.
Learning is flexible. It transforms to the learner’s experience. Those experiences vary from learner to
learner and should be valued, respected, and inclusive to the process of learning.
Instruction is malleable. It leads the learner through complex tasks and encourages inquiry. It should
be dynamic, innovative, engaging, and responsive to the learner.
Education is personal. The acquisition of knowledge correlates directly with the interest of the
learner. The learner’s motivation is powered by necessity internally defined.
Technology is not essential to learning. Technology is the conveyance by which information is
transported. It requires regulation, following standards outlined for meaningful learning. It needs
oversight, reviewed continuously, to assess the effectiveness of the learning.
Instructor presence is required. Instructor’s engagement with students should never be relegated to
an automated process. An asynchronous educational environment does not negate the responsibility
of the instructor. Instructors should regularly interact with students in order to accurately assess the
effectiveness of the learning environment.
Understanding is not time sensitive. It does not occupy space or time. It works in the in-between,
enclosed within the burgeoning thought. It is the intermediary, the reconciler of grasp and
indifference.
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Conclusion
Educational technologies are enhancements to the learning, used as accents to supplement
thoughtfully created, well-organized learning goals. Creating a climate that is conducive to learning
starts with a thought to the well-established practices, principles, theories, and models of effective
instructional development. Multimedia materials used for instructional purposes should follow the
principles and practices of cognitive theory to support the acquisition of knowledge. Instructional
designers and practitioners should use the appropriate multimedia tools to construct educational
materials, and tasked-centered instructions, while making a concerted effort to focus on the needs and
interests of the learner. Ultimately, an online course at its core should be grounded in the principles
and theories that fundamentally form an effective educational environment.
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